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Manager’s Message
Fishing season is just around the bend, and we are anticipating seeing a ton of anglers moving up and down
our rivers. If you’re one of the many anglers, please
remember to be respectful of one another and to the
river. We have special angling regulations in place on
the Kennebecasis, so take a moment to read the Fish
NB Guide for 2022. This valuable tool will fill you in
on most of the regulations for our freshwater fishery.
If you are someone who regularly enjoys the water, you
may also want to get informed on two other topics. The
KWRC and our partners are working hard at building
knowledge around both invasive species and cyanobacteria. We have been developing and improving our
website over the past year to include information on
both of these topics as they can pose a threat to our waterways and recreational activities. Eurasian watermilfoil is a recently identified threat to our watershed that
can transform beloved fishing or swimming areas to
slow-moving spots densely packed with the milfoil;
you can learn more about it and other invasive species
on our website.

Cyanobacteria is a growing concern across New Brunswick as it has proved harmful to pets; more on this issue
can be found on our website here. Later this Spring we
will be placing information signs up across our watershed to help with this outreach effort.
Another issue you have likely noticed yourself is littering in our watershed. As the snow melts, it reveals a
large amount of litter in the ditches and parking lots of
our region. A short walk through a nearby floodplain
shows that a lot of this waste is ending up in the waterways. We will be installing waste receptables in strategic locations to help combat this issue, but people must
be willing to use them! Further, we have been working
with farmers to remove agricultural plastic from waterways as well as prevent it from ending up there. This
project will be ongoing throughout the summer.

The rivers and streams call to many of us, and we encourage you to answer that call. There is no better place
to recover from a challenging pandemic than on a
riverbank. A healthy waterway can also aid in the combat against changing climate conditions.

Here at the KWRC we are committed to the continuous
work of maintaining the health of the Kennebecasis and
its many tributaries. If you see something that you think
needs attention, please don’t hesitate to contact us. If
you are seeking a way to volunteer in the spirit of keeping our environment healthy, then again, please feel
free to reach out.
See you on the water!

~ Ben Whalen
Project Manager
Over the past year we have been developing the invasive species page on our website in hopes it will contribute to awareness of these problematic species around the watershed.

Springing into Action: Preparing for Field Season
Although we keep busy all year round, the Winter can
seem quiet as we go about our usual monitoring tasks, report writing and project planning. With the warmer weather upon us, it is time to start prepping our materials for the
upcoming field season and put those plans to action. We
are excited to get out in the sunshine and begin work on
our various projects throughout the summer.

Although we deploy our loggers in the best locations available, we do check back throughout the season to ensure they
are properly submerged as water levels change. Otherwise
they must be adjusted to ensure accurate recordings.

As usual, we will be conducting our Temperature, Water
Quality, and Flow Monitoring projects, which provide us
with data we can use to understand the current conditions
of our river in real-time. But this data does more than just
tell us about a moment in time; over our long monitoring
history, a story has developed about what our streams were
and what they will be. As we research this ‘story’, we can
piece together the state of health of our streams and rivers
and determine the best course of action to restore their ecological integrity.

We typically decide on monitoring sites based on past success, areas of concern, and new areas of interest. During
the Spring, staff will coordinate monitoring schedules, create monitoring maps, and purchase necessary materials or
equipment for each project. Stream temperature monitoring will also require some manual labour, as staff need to
install rebar within streams so that they won’t budge, and
launch the temp loggers before Summer begins. Placing
and launching the loggers by mid-May will ensure we get
at least five months of stream temperature data.

Beyond our typical monitoring projects, we are gearing up for our second year of lake monitoring. We will
continue to access five lakes in our watershed. Last
year was our first venture into this project, so our goal
for this season is to collect even more valuable data
than we did the year before. Lake monitoring requires
meticulous planning to ensure that we meet all the
components of the project, such as deploying temp
loggers in June and collecting them in late September.
We’ll note what fish species inhabit each lake using
beach seine nets and minnow traps as well as EDNA
sampling, and we’ll also be collecting surface water
quality samples which will show if nutrients such as
nitrogen and phosphorus are above recreational limits.
These are essential to track as an abundance can promote eutrophication.
We will of course continue work at various riparian
sites, though our focus will be on Trout Creek this season. Much planning goes into these projects before the
physical repair work can begin: landowners with degraded riparian areas must be contacted and sections
of bank assessed to determine what techniques are
necessary for each location. Minimal stabilization

will require willow staking and tree planting, while more
severe sites may require toe armoring and back sloping.
We will have to obtain WAWA permits to alter the waterway for these damaged areas.
As always, tree planting will be a priority throughout the
Spring and Summer. In 2021, the KWRC planted nearly
11,000 trees as part of the federal government’s 2 Billion
Trees Initiative. We will continue to plant trees on landowner properties requiring flood remediation.
Overall, we have a few busy months ahead of us! Beginning the project plans now will allow us to be fully prepared once the field season hits!
For more information about our monitoring projects,
contact us at monitoring@kennebecasisriver.org

~ Ashton Howe
Monitoring Coordinator

Improving Agricultural Plastic Disposal in Sussex, NB
When walking the rivers in our watershed, we easily
recognize components that are not natural to the environment, plastic being the most prominent. Agricultural plastic is the most common type of plastic waste
that we have found in the field, and thus began a pilot
project to curb plastic waste in the watershed.
We received funding from the Atlantic Ecosystem Initiative to implement an agricultural plastic disposal
program. We began with a survey of 43 farmers on
their current methods of ag plastic disposal. Results
showed that many farmers use the curbside pickup
program or haul it to the Regional Waste Management
Facility. However, there are still farmers who resort to
burning their plastic waste when they generate too
much to use the curbside program or they do not find
the time to bundle it properly. Our Agricultural Plastic
Survey helped generate a pilot program that aims to
reduce the plastic entering the environment or that
ends up being burned.
The Agricultural Plastic Disposal Pilot Program began
on April 4th, and is designed to provide farmers with a

convenient way to dispose of their agricultural plastic. We
have partnered with the Regional Service Commission 8
to allow participants to drop off their ag plastic at the Regional Waste Management Facility free of charge every
Monday. Registration is required to utilize this program;
farmers can easily do so through our website where they
will receive a membership card, which is presented to the
scale operator at the facility upon arrival. Members will
unload their ag plastic for free, weigh out, and sign a ticket. This allows us to track the amount of plastic which has
been diverted from the environment, and will help influence our decisions on future waste management action.
Our first week of running the program was deemed a success. We had 1.2 tons of agricultural plastic dropped off
by three farmers on the first day, and the next week saw 7
loads amounting to 2.73 tons. We have a number of farmers registered to participate, and expect more to engage in
this initiative as it runs. We’ve received a lot of positive
feedback from farmers stating they would like to see the
project continue into a permanent program. The program
is currently running every Monday until June 6th, 2022.

Follow us on Facebook and Instagram to
see updates on this project! If you have
excess agricultural plastic that you’re
looking to unload, register by visiting our
website at kennebecasisriver.org/plastics
or access the registration form here.

~ Brooklynne King
Waste Diversion
Project Coordinator

This is what a single load of agricultural plastic can look like; no bundling requirements makes this project a convenient way for
farmers to properly dispose of excess plastic waste. We can feel good knowing none of this load will end up in our waterways!

iNaturalist: A New Tool for your Outdoor Adventures
As the days get longer and the weather gets warmer, our
Winter blues begin to fade away. You dust off your outdoor gear and head into the field. On your adventure,
you see a bug or maybe an unfamiliar animal. You wish
you knew what it was, and have no way to identify it.
But in fact, there is a way! iNaturalist is the app you
need to add to your adventure toolbox. It allows you to
identify wildlife, plants, bugs, and fungi by uploading a
few photos of your find. This is the perfect app for those
curious about all things nature or looking to improve
their identification skills.

An important feature of iNaturalist
is that you can see others’ observations from around the world or
within your region. You can also
join projects that align with your
interests or that use citizen science
for data collection. For instance, the
KWRC and our partners can check
in on invasive species hot-spots
throughout the watershed based on
the observations of other users and
organizations.

The iNaturalist app is an accessible tool to most people
using a computer or smart device. A smartphone or tab- Some iNaturalist projects we particularly enjoy are:
let is advantageous because they are portable and allow
Invasive Species in New Brunswick Biodiversity New Brunswick
you to upload photos directly into the app. In either case,
Kennebecasis River Watershed
Mushrooms New Brunswick
the steps are the same, which we’ve outlined below:
How to upload an observation to iNaturalist
1. Open the app or website. Ensure you have internet connection.
2. Create an account or log in to an existing account.
3. Take multiple photos, making sure to include identifying features such as
leaf arrangement, mushroom gills, habitat, etc. Click the green circle containing a + to upload from the app, or click ‘Upload’ if using a computer.
4. Record the date and location where the observation occurred. Depending on
your device settings this may be filled in for you. You may include field notes or
additional info before clicking the checkmark to complete your observation.

Atlantic Canada Invasive Species

Now that you’ve added iNaturalist to your
toolbox, get out there
and start identifying!

~ Laura Lavigne
Invasive Species
Project Coordinator

Environmental Stewardship Starts with an Environmental Relationship

Follow us!

Most people acknowledge that nature is an important,
protective and peaceful part of our lives, and selfidentified nature lovers may be even quicker to proclaim
it. But it’s the people who spend time in nature that develop a relationship of familiarity and understanding. It is
this relationship we need to fuel in order to build community stewardship surrounding current environmental efforts, such as waste diversion and invasive species spread
prevention. This familiarity allows people to see more
clearly the effects that these issues can have on favourite
natural spaces and may motivate the community to participate in proper waste disposal, riparian maintenance,
and invasive species prevention programs such as Clean,
Drain, Dry and Play, Clean, Go. Our focus then for the
upcoming season is to engage the public in more outdoor
activities designed to encourage compassion and build
awareness, such as ‘bioblitz’ outings which promote
the use of ID apps
like iNaturalist.

Even regular nature enjoyers may be yet unaware of
their role in the spread of invasive species, as seeds or
fragments cling to hiking boots and boats, which is why
awareness is so important for spread prevention.
We also have plans to engage youth in such activities,
in the form of invasive species scavenger hunts, nature
journaling introduction, and rain garden education. We
believe building interest and stewardship at a young age
will lead to a more environmentally-minded collective,
which will be crucial in combatting climate change.
Make sure you’re following us
on social media so you don’t
miss these educational events!
~ Ellen MacGillivray
Education Outreach
Coordinator
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